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Amendment	78	–	YES	
Proposition	119	–	NO	
Proposition	120	–	YES	

*Amendment 78 will require the state legislature to approve the spending of all 
money that comes through state accounts, including “custodial money.” Today the legislature 
does not have any authority over billions of dollars that come from the Federal government and 
many other sources. Often the governor or even individual departments are free to dictate much 
policy outside of the oversight of the General Assembly by spending money not appropriated by 
the General Assembly. 

As a former member of the Joint Budget Committee I know that this often forces the legislature 
to tolerate policies that they, as the people’s representatives, would never adopt. 

Amendment 78 will create better accountability and transparency for all the dollars our state 
government spends. 

 
*Proposition 120 is a tax reduction which the legislature (and governor) high jacked in the 
2021 session. It was intended to lower all residential tax assessments, but the legislature then 
changed the statutory definitions of the words used in 120 and the tax reductions now will only 
apply to multifamily housing and lodging properties.  

It should be noted that almost all Republicans in the house voted against the bill that made 
these changes, but every senator present on the day it was approved in that body is listed as 
having voted for this double cross of the people’s initiative process. I wonder if any of those 
senators pondered the opening paragraphs of Article V of the state constitution, which clearly 
states that the people reserve their sovereign authority to make laws in Colorado. 

Even though 120 is now only a shell of its intended purpose I recommend the people pass 
this initiative, if for no other reason than to tell the legislators and the governor that we are not 
at all amused when the governor and legislature plays such dirty tricks on the people’s 
sovereign right to establish the laws for the state of Colorado. 

*Proposition 119 sets up a learning enrichment program that at first blush looks like it might 
empower parents. It was certainly constructed to look like that. However, upon closer 
examination you will find that it sets up a board that is essentially self-appointing, and will be 
given well over $100,000,000 every year to spend as they see fit, with no oversight from the 
legislature, and virtually no oversight from other government authorities. 

I am a loud no on 119. 

	


